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This paper focuses on the source of self-repairs of segmental speech errors during self-monitoring. A potential
source of repairs are candidate forms competing with the form under production. In the time interval between
self-monitoring internal and overt speech, activation of competitors probably decreases. From this theory of
repairing we derived four main predictions speciﬁc for classical SLIP experiments: (1) Error-to-cutoﬀ times are
shorter after single elicited errors than after other errors. (2) Single elicited errors are relatively more often
detected than other errors, but more so after internal than after external error detection. (3) The correct form is
the most frequent form used as repair, but more so for single elicited than for other errors. (4) Cutoﬀ-to-repair
times are shorter for single elicited than for other errors. A re-analysis of data formerly obtained in two SLIP
experiments mainly supports the theory of repairing for multiple but not for single non-elicited errors.

Introduction
This paper is about repairing errors of speech. Errors of speech,
speech errors or slips of the tongue are involuntary deviations from the
intended form of utterances, often in the form of exchanges or other
misplacements of speech sounds, morphemes or words. Some examples,
taken from Fromkin (1973), are a Tanadian from Toronto instead of a
Canadian from Toronto, heft lemisphere instead of left hemisphere, a language needer learns instead of a language learner needs, take him to the lab
ﬁrst instead of take him to the lab last. Speech errors have been studied at
least since the late nineteenth century by phoneticians, linguists, psycholinguists, neurologists, neuropsychologists and psychoanalysts
mainly because they provide a window on the mechanisms underlying
speech. Given how complex these mechanisms are, human speech is
amazingly ﬂuent and errors of speech are relatively rare. Garnham,
Shillcock, Brown, Mill, and Cutler (1982), counting speech errors in a
corpus of spontaneous speech of 175.000 words, found one speech error
in every 900 words. Rossi and Peter-Defare (1998), counting speech
errors in a number of conversations lasting 45 min each, found that the
frequency of speech errors varied over conversations from one per 680
words to one per 1700 words, with an average of one per 900 words.
Speakers not only make a speech error every now and then, they
also regularly detect and repair their own speech error, as in chew the
ﬂa…the fat with Slim (also taken from Fromkin, 1973). Roughly 60% of
segmental speech errors in spontaneous speech are detected and repaired by the speaker (Levelt, 1983; Nooteboom, 1980, 2005). The
main question we attempt to answer in this paper is where such repairs
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come from. The answer, of course, depends on one’s theory of “selfmonitoring for speech errors”, the assumed processes involved in the
detection and repair of speech errors employed by speakers. For a
survey of models of self-monitoring the reader is referred to Postma
(2000) and to Nozari, Dell, and Schwartz (2011). A main distinction is
between production-based and perception-based models of self-monitoring. Examples of production-based models of self-monitoring are
provided by Laver (1980; see also Schlenck, Huber, & Wilmes, 1987;
Van Wijk & Kempen, 1987), who assumed special purpose editors
within the speech generation system, and MacKay (1987), who proposed that, because a speech error in some sense is a relatively new
structure, it will cause prolonged activation of some node in the neural
network generating speech; this prolonged activation will increase
awareness and thereby lead to error detection. A diﬀerent productionbased mechanism for error detection is proposed by Nozari et al.
(2011), to be discussed below.
For quite some time the most inﬂuential theory of self-monitoring
was a perception-based theory, the so-called “dual perceptual loop
theory” proposed by Levelt (1983; 1989) and Levelt, Roelofs, and
Meyer (1999). This theory is part of a more wide-ranging theory of
speech production. Levelt and colleagues distinguish between a module
called CONCEPTUALIZER generating preverbal messages, a module
called FORMULATOR containing both a submodule responsible for
grammatical encoding, ordering lemmas delivered by a LEXICON, and a
submodule responsible for phonological encoding, providing each lemma
with a pronounceable word-like form. The output of the FORMULATOR
is a “phonetic plan” (equivalent to “internal speech”). The “phonetic
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plan” goes two diﬀerent ways (that is where the “dual” comes from):
First, it forms the input to the same SPEECH COMPREHENSION
SYSTEM that is also used for listening to other-produced speech,
transforming this input into “parsed speech” that in its turn forms the
input for a monitor that is part of or embedded in the earlier mentioned
CONCEPTUALIZER. Second, the “phonetic plan” also forms the input
for the ARTICULATOR generating overt speech that forms the input for
a module called AUDITION, generating a “phonetic string” that, similarly to the “phonetic plan”, is fed into the SPEECH COMPREHENSION
SYSTEM, again leading to “parsed speech” fed into the monitor. When
the monitor detects an error, the word form is re-compiled by going
through the processes of speech preparation again.
A major property of this theory is that there are two stages where a
speech error can be detected, viz. internal speech analyzed by the
SPEECH COMPREHENSION SYSTEM before articulation starts and
overt speech analyzed by AUDITION plus the SPEECH COMPREHENSION SYSTEM after articulation has started. That there are two stages of
error detection was conﬁrmed by Hartsuiker and Kolk (2001). They
made a reasoned computational implementation of the dual perceptual
loop theory, and demonstrated that this implementation could successfully simulate experimentally obtained distributions of error-tocutoﬀ times and cutoﬀ-to-repair times, but only if both internal and
external error detection were incorporated. Nooteboom and Quené
(2017) demonstrated that, as one would predict from the dual perceptual loop theory, the distribution of error-to-cutoﬀ times obtained in
two experiments eliciting segmental speech errors under strictly temporally controlled conditions, is bimodal. The two peaks were found to
be temporally separated by about 500 ms, suggesting that this is the
average delay between error detection in internal and in overt speech.
This ﬁnding implies that, at least statistically, repaired speech errors
can be classiﬁed as detected in internal or in overt speech on the basis
of the durations of error-to-cutoﬀ times. This makes it possible to investigate diﬀerences between these two classes of repaired speech errors. In the investigation to be reported below we will capitalize on this
possibility.
A problem with the dual perceptual loop theory is how a monitor
incorporated in the CONCEPTUALIZER can detect a segmental error.
One would expect that an error can be detected by comparing a candidate form containing the error with a correct version of the same
form. But at the level of the CONCEPTUALIZER there are no word-like
forms. Levelt and colleagues were forced into this somewhat awkward
position by their assumption that in speech preparation there is no
cascading of information from one module to the next. This means that
each module generates an output containing, apart from very few exceptions, only a single unit for each slot in the string being generated.
Thus, assuming that segmental errors are generated during phonological encoding, in the internal speech generated by phonological encoding there is no competition for example between an error form and
the corresponding correct form, struggling for the same slot in the string
of pronounceable word-like forms. Meanwhile, however, there is much
evidence that in reality such competition between simultaneously activated forms struggling to ﬁll the same slot, is frequent. This evidence
comes from quite a few articulatory studies investigating articulatory
gestures during experiments eliciting segmental speech errors (Frisch &
Wright, 2002; Goldrick & Blumstein, 2006; Goldstein, Pouplier, Chen,
Saltzman, & Byrd, 2007; McMillan & Corley, 2010; Mowrey & MacKay,
1990; Slis & Van Lieshout, 2016). In such experiments articulatory
blending of the error sound and the correct sound occurs frequently, in
fact much more frequently than one can spot by listening to the speech
produced: there are many whole or partial intrusions or deletions of
articulatory gestures, but often these have no easily identiﬁable audible
consequences (Pouplier & Goldstein, 2005). Although such articulatory
blendings often cannot be heard as speech errors, it has been found that
such deviations from error-free speech lead to longer reaction times in a
phoneme identiﬁcation task (Nooteboom & Quené, 2013). These results
together show that cascading of information from the FORMULATOR to

the ARTICULATOR is quite normal. This also implies that internal
speech often contains multiple candidate forms competing for the same
slot.
Nozari et al. (2011) proposed a production-based model of selfmonitoring internal speech. Their model assumes that during speech
preparation there can be conﬂict on a representational level between
simultaneously active and competing options for a particular slot in the
string being generated. In case no error is made, only one item has a
high level of activation and no conﬂict signal is generated. When an
error has been made, there may be multiple competing items with high
levels of activation. In such cases conﬂict information is passed on to a
domain general executive center. This idea was implemented in a twostep model of word production as earlier proposed by Dell, Schwartz,
Martin, Saﬀran, and Gagnon (1997) and Foygel and Dell (2000). Simulations with the Nozari et al. (2011) extension showed that conﬂict
detection is layer speciﬁc, i.e. separate for a semantic and a phonological representation, and that amount of conﬂict correlates well with
error detection in human speakers. The model by Nozari et al. (2011)
presupposes that both at the level of semantic features and at the level
of phonological features multiple items generated by the speech production system may be active simultaneously, correct and incorrect
competing for the same slot. This was conﬁrmed by Nozari, Freund,
Breining, Rapp, and Gordon (2016). They examined “selection control”
by manipulating the overlap in either semantic or segmental features in
a naming experiment, measuring reaction times. They also examined
“post-monitoring control” in a reversal task both after semantic and
after segmental overlap. Results support a model in which selection
control operates separately at lexical and segmental selection stages,
but post-monitoring control operates on the segmentally-encoded outcome. For our purposes it is relevant that these results conﬁrm that
there is potential competition, showing up in increased reaction times,
between simultaneously active multiple forms, both during speech
preparation and after speech is initiated.
An interesting feature of the model by Nozari et al. (2011) is that,
when the overall conﬂict in the system increases, distinguishing correct
and error trials becomes more diﬃcult, and therefore error detection
suﬀers. As it happens, the two experiments reported below together
provide data to test this particular prediction. This is so because in
Experiment 2, the overall conﬂict was higher than in Experiment 1. We
will discuss this further in the results section of Experiment 2 and in the
general discussion.
In the research described in this paper, we are only concerned with
segmental speech errors, and not with lexical, semantic, syntactic or
appropriateness errors. It has been pointed out to us that it is not selfevident that we describe the detection and repair of segmental errors in
terms of processes involving pronounceable word or nonword forms,
both correct and incorrect. One could imagine that the units involved in
competition are segments. This is what we used to believe (cf.
Nooteboom & Quené, 2008). In the current paper we are agnostic as to
the role of segments versus pronounceable word-like forms in the initial
generation of segmental speech errors (although it may be relevant that
all segmental speech errors can be interpreted as blends of competing
word forms). However, we found out that the detection of segmental
errors in internal and overt speech is best described as the result of
time-consuming scanning of word-like forms generated by the production system, from early to late (Nooteboom & Quené, 2019). As to
repairing, we hardly ever observe single segments being used as repairs.
Nearly always, repairs are recognizable word-like or morpheme-like
forms and sometimes syllables. To us it seems most natural to describe
the processes involved in detection and repair of segmental errors in
terms of competing word-like forms. This we have ﬁrst spelled out in
Nooteboom and Quené (2017) and later more elaborately in
Nooteboom and Quené (2019). In those two publications we inadvertently employed the term “lexical forms”. Because non-lexical error
forms, as generated by the speech preparation system, are involved, the
term “lexical” was unfortunate. It should be made clear that our
2
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activation of all other potential competitor candidates. Of course, the
precursors also provide extra activation to the correct target forms
because of the segmental overlap between precursors and the correct
forms. We therefore assume that when elicited errors occur, the main
competition has been between the correct form and the error form
elicited by the SLIP task. Nevertheless, in a SLIP task non-elicited errors
also occur frequently, and this suggests that in those cases more than
two activated candidates are in competition. It is reasonable to expect
that if there is major competition between only two highly activated
candidates, then this competition is resolved in favor of one of the two
candidates more rapidly than if there is major competition between
more than two less activated candidates. Following Seyfeddinipur, Kita,
and Indefrey (2008) and Tydgat, Stevens, Hartsuiker, and Pickering
(2012), we also assume that interruption (a.k.a. “cutoﬀ”) is often
postponed until after a repair has come available, i.e., until after the
competition between error form and candidate repair has been resolved. This leads to our ﬁrst prediction:

candidate word forms are generated by what Levelt (1989) calls
“phonological encoding”.
Nooteboom and Quené (2017; 2019) proposed that after error detection and rejection in internal speech, no recompilation of a repair is
necessary: generally, the competing candidate form with the next
highest activation is immediately available as repair. Most often this
most activated competitor candidate will be the correct form, because
activation of the correct candidate will be sustained from the lexical
level, in contrast to the activation of other, erroneous candidates.
Nooteboom and Quené (2017; 2019) also proposed that during the time
delay of about 500 ms between error detection in internal and in overt
speech, the competing candidate form remains active, but with a gradual decrease in its activation. Provided it is possible to classify repaired speech errors as detected in internal or in overt speech, we may
derive from this proposal some testable predictions. In order to test
these predictions, we need a set of repaired segmental speech errors
elicited under strictly temporally controlled conditions. Two experiments reported in Nooteboom and Quené (2017) provide such a set of
repaired speech errors. In Nooteboom and Quené (2017) the repairs
were not analyzed. This will be done in the current paper. In that 2017
paper, only single interactional speech errors, mostly in word initial
position, were elicited and analyzed. In addition to those errors elicited
by the SLIP task (see below), however, many more errors were also
made in that study but were not analyzed at the time. Here we will also
analyze interactional single segmental errors in other than the targeted
positions, i.e. non-elicited errors, and multiple errors that of course
contain at least one non-elicited error. The main opposition we are
creating in this way is between elicited and non-elicited errors.
The reason for doing this is that from our proposed mechanism for
repairing, diﬀerent predictions can be derived for these diﬀerent categories of errors. It has been pointed out to us that in doing so, possibly
we conﬂate the often observed special role of word initial segments in
segmental speech errors with our experimental opposition between
elicited speech errors and other speech errors. This problem will be
taken care of in the second experiment to be described here, in which
we elicited speech errors not only against segments in initial position,
but also against vowel segments which were always in second position.
It has also been pointed out to us that preferably we should compare
single elicited errors with single non-elicited errors, and not with
multiple errors. In the experiments to be described below, we keep
single and multiple non-elicited errors separate in the analyses, although this could result in statistical power problems. It has been
suggested to us that we should focus on the single other errors, and skip
the multiple errors. The reason that we still include the multiple errors,
is that they provide an interesting test case for our theory: Naïvely, one
would expect multiple errors to be detected faster than single errors,
because they exhibit stronger deviations from the correct target. But
our theory predicts that they will be detected slower than single errors,
because more candidate forms are involved in the generation of multiple errors than of single errors.
The various predictions we make are related to how the SLIP task
works. In this task as implemented in Nooteboom and Quené (2017),
word pairs, in this case CVC monosyllables, are presented on a screen.
Each stimulus word pair, i.e. a word pair that is to be spoken aloud, is
preceded by ﬁve precursor word pairs, the last three of which prime a
reversal between the two targeted segments, as in bouw jool, lijf deed,
koet pop, kuur poet, kas piet, precursors of the stimulus word pair paf
kiep. After the stimulus word pair, a sequence of ?????? is shown on the
screen as a cue that the last word pair seen has to be spoken as soon as
possible. The cue to speak is followed by the Dutch word for repair? plus
a question mark, in order to elicit repairs. The time interval between all
successive word pairs, between the last word pair and the cue to speak,
and between the ?????? cue to speak and the repair? cue is in these
experiments always 1000 ms. The precursors boost the activation of
those competitor word candidates that have segments exchanged with
the target words (e.g. of kaf and piep), and thus they lower the relative

(1) Error-to-cutoﬀ times are longer after single non-elicited and after
multiple errors than after single elicited errors.
Note that this prediction is not self-evident from the general viewpoint of detecting diﬀerences. From that viewpoint one would expect
that the greater the diﬀerence between two items, for example wordlike forms, the faster detection is. If our ﬁrst prediction is borne out by
the data, this would be strongly in favor of our proposed theory.
If indeed competition is resolved more rapidly for single elicited
errors than for other errors, this implies that for other errors more often
than for single elicited errors, the time available for self-monitoring
internal speech expires before the competition has been resolved. In
those cases the chances are that error detection and repairing are
shifted to overt speech. This leads to our second prediction:
(2) Single other errors and multiple errors are detected in internal
speech relatively less often than single elicited errors are.
One may note that this second prediction is an immediate consequence of the ﬁrst prediction plus the assumption of two consecutive,
temporally separated, stages of self-monitoring.
A major, and as far as we know new, assumption of our theory of
repairing speech errors is that activation of competing candidates decreases during the time delay between detection in internal and in overt
speech. We also have assumed that in most cases in which an error has
been made during segmental encoding, the competitor with highest
activation is the intended correct pronounceable word-like form. This is
so because of our assumption that activation of the correct form is
sustained from the lexical level, whereas the activation of other error
forms is not. If these assumptions are correct, we assume that both after
internal and after external error detection, the most frequent repair is
the correct form, but, because of the decreasing activation, less so after
external than after internal error detection. Also, one would expect that
this predicted eﬀect is particularly strong for single elicited errors,
because there the main competition is between error form and correct
form. For other errors, the advantage of correct candidate forms is
much less evident, because in those cases the main competition, given
the error, must have been between the error form and another error
form. This gives our prediction 3:
(3) (a) Incorrect forms are used less often as repairs than correct forms
are, and (b) this eﬀect is less strong after external detection than
after internal detection.
We have assumed that after other errors there are often more
competitors, which are also less activated, than after single elicited
errors. Thus, one would expect that in selecting a repair competition
generally is resolved more rapidly after single elicited errors than after
3
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varying between 0 and 4. These precursors did not prime a segmental
reversal. After each test stimulus and each ﬁller stimulus a sequence of
????? was presented, as a cue to speak aloud the last word pair seen.
After the ????? there followed a presentation of the Dutch word for
“repair?”, to elicit suﬃcient repairs.

other errors. In those cases in which interruption is postponed until a
repair is available and cutoﬀ-to-repair times have a duration of 0 ms,
this diﬀerence between single elicited and other errors will, of course,
not aﬀect the cutoﬀ-to-repair times. But we know that cutoﬀ-to-repair
times of 0 ms, so-called immediate repairs, are relatively rare. For the
cases in which the cutoﬀ-to-repair times have a measurable duration,
we would expect shorter cutoﬀ-to-repair times after single elicited than
after other errors. But because activation of candidates for repair decreases during the time interval between detection in internal and in
overt speech, the diﬀerences between competing activated repair candidates also decrease between the two stages of error detection.
Therefore the predicted diﬀerence between repairs of single elicited and
other errors would decrease in the time interval between detection in
internal and in overt speech, leading to our prediction 4.

Procedure
Each speaker was tested individually in a sound-treated booth. The
experiment was computer-controlled. The presentation of precursors,
stimuli, ????? and repair? cues always lasted 900 ms followed by a
blank interval of 100 ms. Each speaker was presented with the two lists
of stimuli, one with and one without auditory feedback, the order of the
feedback conditions varying from one speaker to the next.
Scoring
All responses to all test stimuli were transcribed in orthography, or,
where necessary, in phonetic transcription by the ﬁrst author using the
Praat computer program (Boersma & Weenink, 2016). For the current
purpose responses were categorized as follows:

(4) (a) Cutoﬀ-to-repair times are shorter for single elicited than for
single other errors and multiple errors, and (b) this eﬀect is weaker
after error detection in overt speech than after error detection in
internal speech.

1. Fluent and correct responses of the type bad game > bad game.
2. Hesitations and omissions.
3. Single elicited segmental speech errors, i.e. completed reversals as
bad game > gad bame, or completed anticipations as bad game >
bad bame, interrupted elicited reversals or anticipations as bad
game > ga..bad game, completed elicited perseverations as bad
game > bad bame, and interrupted elicited perseverations as bad
game > bad b..bad game.
4. Completed and interrupted other speech errors, i.e. non-elicited
single segmental errors such as bad game > bam game, bad game >
bam..bad game.
5. Completed or interrupted multiple errors such as bad game > bam
bame > bam b..bad game.

These four (composite) predictions will be tested against speech
errors made in two experiments as described in Nooteboom and Quené
(2017). The reader might argue that our predictions were made after
we had done the experiments, and therefore they may not be really
predictions. However, we wish to point out that the frequencies of
single other errors and of multiple errors were unknown to us until after
we had made these predictions.
Experiment 1
This experiment was originally set up to investigate temporal aspects of internal and external detection and repair of segmental speech
errors elicited with the SLIP technique, both with and without auditory
feedback (Nooteboom & Quené, 2017). Results showed among other
things (1) that the error-to-cutoﬀ times of the elicited segmental errors
had a bimodal distribution, the two peaks being separated by some
500 ms, (2) that the error-to-repair times (of course including the errorto-cutoﬀ times) also had a bimodal distribution, the two peaks being
separated by some 700 ms, (3) that the frequency of both internal and
external error detection was not aﬀected by the absence of auditory
feedback. In the experiment many errors not elicited by the SLIP
technique and many multiple errors were made. As these were not
analyzed in Nooteboom and Quené (2017), they will be analyzed
below, in an attempt to test our four predictions.

All speech errors, except omissions, were also categorized as to
whether the error was or was not repaired, and repairs were noted
down.
Reliability of scoring
In order to assess the reliability of the transcription and categorization of responses, 11 out of 106 participants (about 10%) were selected at random, and all 704 responses to test stimuli provided by
these 11 participants were transcribed and categorized independently
by the second author as well. The two transcriptions did not match
perfectly in 14 out of 704 cases (2.0%). Of these 14 discrepant cases,
there were only 4 cases (0.6%) in which the diﬀerence was non-trivial
(e.g. stimulus vol teer; response transcribed once as correct and ﬂuent
“vol teer” and once as elicited error “tol veer”). For the remaining 10
responses, the discrepancy was trivial (e.g. stimulus peus kor; response
transcribed once as multiple error “keu poch” and once as multiple
error “keuf poch”); 9 of these responses would be categorized identically with either transcription, and only 1 would end up in a diﬀerent
category (single vs multiple other error). These very low rates of divergence indicate that the transcriptions and classiﬁcations of the ﬁrst
author were indeed suﬃciently reliable, and these were therefore used
for further analysis.

Method of Experiment 1
For a detailed description of the Method used in Experiment 1, we
refer to Nooteboom and Quené (2017). Here we will brieﬂy mention the
main aspects of the method.
Speakers
There were 106 participating speakers, their average age being
23 years and 85 of them being female. All speakers were native
speakers of Dutch and were paid for their participation.
Materials
There were two lists of stimulus items. Each item consisted of a pair
of CVC words. In each list there were 32 test stimuli, 16 with the two
initial consonants diﬀering in one feature, either place or manner of
articulation, and 16 with the two initial consonants diﬀering in more
than one feature. Each test stimulus was preceded by 5 precursor CVC
CVC stimuli, the last 3 of which primed a reversal of the two initial
consonants, as in bouw jool, lijf deed, koet pop, kuur poet, kas piet, precursors of the stimulus word pair paf kiep. There were also 23 ﬁller
stimuli in each list. These were preceded with a number of precursors

Results of Experiment 1
A ﬁrst breakdown of the observed speech errors is given in
Table 2.1. In our further analyses we will mainly focus on the 859 single
elicited, single other and multiple speech errors, 182 of which were
repaired.
Interestingly, there are many more single elicited speech errors, and
these are repaired far more often, than both either single other speech
errors or multiple errors. This we had expected, because when single
4
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Table 2.1
Numbers of responses broken down by response category and repair status,
with percentages of repaired error responses.
Response category

Repair status
Not repaired
Repaired

Total

%repaired

0
38
28
14
16

Fluent and correct
Hesitations and omissions
Single elicited errors
Single other errors
Multiple other errors

5821
64
298
187
192

0
40
115
31
36

5821
104
413
218
228

Total

6562

222

6784

segmental errors are successfully elicited by the SLIP technique, very
likely the main competition is limited to the elicited error and the
correct target, whereas in the case of single other and multiple errors
presumably there is competition between more than two candidate
forms. It is noteworthy that the percentages repaired are roughly equal
for single other and multiple errors. One could have thought that
multiple errors would be much more often repaired than single other
errors, because in multiple errors there is a much stronger deviation
from the correct form. This appears to be compensated, however, by the
predicted relative degree of activation and number of the competitors,
induced by the SLIP task. The reader may also note that in Table 2.1 in
the row for hesitations and omissions there are 40 “repaired” cases.
These are all hesitations of the type “bak zoon bak zoon”, “ba..bakzoon”
or “ba..zak boon” for the stimulus bak zoon, where the initial response
does not contain a speech error. These cases show that correct responses
too can be subject to “repairing”, either with the correct target or with a
competing incorrect form.
In the experiment we had stimulus word pairs where the interacting
segments were either phonologically similar (one feature diﬀerence) or
dissimilar (more than 1 feature diﬀerence), with equal numbers of
stimuli. One expects the latter to be repaired more often than the
former (cf. Nooteboom & Quené, 2008). This was conﬁrmed by the
numbers (and proportions) of repairs, as is evident from Table 2.2.
In Table 2.2 single elicited and other errors are collapsed. Possibly,
the high percentages repaired are caused by the circumstance that all
elicited errors, that is the majority of errors, are in initial position. We
will come back to this when describing the results of Experiment 2.
There, there was one contrast, between interacting vowels, not in initial
but in second position. A loglinear analysis of the frequencies in
Table 2.2 conﬁrmed that there were fewer errors for dissimilar items
than for similar items (in the loglinear model, this shows up as a main
eﬀect of similarity, β = −0.385, Z = −3.63, p < .001), and that there
were relatively more repairs for dissimilar items than for similar items
(in the loglinear model, this shows up as an interaction of similarity and
repair status, β = +0.657, Z = 3.00, p < .001). (Detailed results of all
regression models, including models having noise condition and session
number as predictors, are reported in the Supplementary Materials
online).
Because we made diﬀerent predictions for repaired errors detected
in internal speech (internally) and repaired errors detected in overt
speech (externally), we analyze the distribution of error-to-cutoﬀ times

Fig. 2.1. Histogram of log-transformed durations of error-to-cutoﬀ intervals in
Experiment 1, for N = 182 repaired errors. Durations plotted with dotted lines
indicate the estimated distributions from an uninformed gaussian mixture
model (see text). The vertical dashed line indicates the interpolated boundary
value (at 5.958 log ms, corresponding to 387 ms) between the two distributions.

of all repaired speech errors in the categories 'single elicited', 'single
other' and 'multiple' together. Fig. 2.1 gives the relevant histogram.
The distribution of error-to-cutoﬀ times is indeed bimodal, as conﬁrmed by unsupervised clustering (Fraley & Raftery, 2002; Scrucca,
Fop, Murphy, & Raftery, 2017) using R (R Core Team, 2019), and the
distribution can be adequately described as being composed of two
underlying gaussian distributions, one with a peak at 160 ms and one
with a peak at 631 ms. The vertical dashed line in Fig. 2.1 corresponds
to the best ﬁtting separation of the two estimated distributions. Following Nooteboom and Quené (2017), we propose that the gaussian
distribution with the shorter durations corresponds to the class of repaired errors that were detected in internal speech and the gaussian
distribution with longer durations to the class of errors detected in overt
speech. Below we will consider error-to-cutoﬀ times shorter than
387 ms as corresponding to errors detected internally and those longer
than 386 ms as corresponding to errors detected externally. Of course,
because the two distributions overlap, there is some unavoidable statistical noise in this classiﬁcation, but it seems good enough for our
purposes.
So now we are in a position to test our four predictions. Our ﬁrst
prediction is:
(1) Error-to-cutoﬀ times are longer after single non-elicited errors and
after multiple errors than after single elicited errors.
The reader may remember that we made this prediction because we
have assumed that in single elicited errors competition is mainly between the error form and the correct target form, whereas in other
(single or multiple) errors there is competition between more than two
forms, viz. the target form, the elicited error form, and at least one
other form. Thus during self-monitoring of other errors more time
would be needed than with elicited errors to resolve competition and to
decide that an error has been made. In order to test this prediction, logtransformed error-to-cutoﬀ times of the three categories of errors were
compared using linear mixed-eﬀects models (LMM), with participants
as random intercepts (Hox, Moerbeek, & Van de Schoot, 2017; Quené &
Van den Bergh, 2008), and with the error category as a ﬁxed eﬀect (see
Table 2.1; omitting ﬂuent and correct responses and hesitations and
omissions, for which no valid error-to-cutoﬀ time is available, and using
single elicited errors as baseline category). [Here and in subsequent
analyses, models with more complex random structures were overspeciﬁed and failed to converge; models with more complex ﬁxed parts,
including noise condition (0 = no noise, 1 = with noise), session

Table 2.2
Numbers of responses broken down by phonological similarity and repair
status, with percentages of repaired error responses.
Phonological similarity

Repair status

Total

%repaired

Not repaired

Repaired

Similar (1 feature)
Dissimilar (2 features)

403
274

81
101

484
375

17
27

Total

677

182

859

21
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Fig. 2.2. Frequencies of single elicited, single other and multiple repaired errors in Experiment 1, separately for “internal” and “external” error detection.

Fig. 2.3. Histogram of log-transformed cutoﬀ-to-repair times in Experiment 1,
with values of 0 ms converted to 1 ms before log transformation.

number (1, 2), and their interactions with response type, were also
explored and are reported in the Supplementary Materials. For clarity
we do not report those latter models here. Details of all regression
models are however reported in the Supplementary Materials online;
Lüdecke, 2019]. Error-to-cutoﬀ times were found to be not signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent between single elicited errors (mean 222 ms) and single other
errors [mean 249 ms; β = +0.115, t < 1, n.s., 95%CI = (−0.198,
+0.394)], but error-to-cutoﬀ times were indeed signiﬁcantly longer
after multiple errors [mean 440 ms; β = +0.683, t = 4.79, p < .0001,
95%CI = (0.406, 0.991)]. This conﬁrms our prediction (1) for multiple
errors but not for single other errors.
That there is no signiﬁcant diﬀerence between single elicited and
single other errors, may be caused by the circumstance that distributions of error-to-cutoﬀ times are far from normal, because these distributions include both internally and externally detected errors (see
Fig. 2.1). This consideration leads to our second prediction:

incorrect repairs were compared using a loglinear model [the low
numbers of observations do not allow a GLMM with random eﬀects],
with detection stage (internal, external; using internal detection as
baseline), and repair form (correct, incorrect; using correct repair as
baseline) as two predictors. As predicted, for errors detected internally,
repairs were mostly correct (81:29), and incorrect repairs were observed signiﬁcantly less frequently (β = −1.027, Z = −4.75,
p < .001). For errors detected externally, this eﬀect was indeed signiﬁcantly weaker (41:31; β = +0.748, Z = 2.32, p = .020). This
conﬁrms predictions (3.a) and (3.b).
Our fourth and last prediction was:
(4) (a) Cutoﬀ-to-repair times are longer for single other errors and
multiple errors than for single elicited errors, and (b) this eﬀect is
weaker after external detection than after internal error detection.
Fig. 2.3. is a histogram of all log-transformed cutoﬀ-to-repair times
(not to be confused with the error-to-cutoﬀ times summarized in
Fig. 2.1) in this experiment.
Fig. 2.3 shows that the distribution of log-transformed cutoﬀ-torepair times deviates strongly from normal, mainly because immediate
repairs, having a cutoﬀ-to-repair times of 1 ms (converted from 0 ms to
allow log transformation) are overrepresented, with 18/182 observations. In line with our fourth prediction, we ﬁrst tested whether (a)
relatively fewer of these immediate repairs occurred after single other
errors and after multiple errors than after elicited errors, and (b)
whether this eﬀect was weaker for errors detected externally. The odds
of immediate repair for elicited errors were 14:101, and these odds
were indeed lower for single other errors (2:29, β = −1.248,
Z = −5.92, p < .001) and for multiple errors (2:34, β = −1.089,
Z = −5.49, p < .001), but these eﬀects were not signiﬁcantly different for errors detected internally or externally [LRT: χ2(2) < 2,
n.s.]. This conﬁrms prediction (4.a) but not (4.b) with regard to the
occurrence of immediate repairs. Second, we tested the predicted effects on the log-transformed cutoﬀ-to-repair times of non-immediate
errors only (having cutoﬀ-to-repair times greater than 1 ms), using an
LMM with participants as random intercepts, and using the response
category (again using single elicited errors as baseline category, cf.
prediction 1 above) and detection stage (internal, external; using internal detection as baseline) as two ﬁxed predictors. For internally
detected errors, excluding those with immediate repairs, we ﬁnd that
cutoﬀ-to-repair times after elicited single errors (baseline) are 94 ms on
average. After single other errors, the cutoﬀ-to-repair times are indeed
signiﬁcantly longer [mean 300 ms, β = 1.157, t = 4.88, p < .001,
95%CI (0.698, 1.616)], as they are after multiple errors [mean 173 ms,
β = 0.605, t = 2.34, p = .011, 95%CI (0.105, 1.105)]. For externally

(2) Single other errors and multiple errors are detected in internal
speech relatively less often than single elicited errors are.
Fig. 2.2 gives the relevant breakdown of the data.
In order to test this prediction, the frequencies summarized in
Fig. 2.2 were compared using a loglinear model [the low numbers of
observations do not allow a GLMM with random eﬀects], with response
category (cf. Table 2.1, again using single elicited errors as baseline
category) and detection stage (internal, external; using internal detection as baseline) as two predictors. Single elicited errors (baseline) were
detected externally less often than internally (35:80, β = −0.827,
Z = −4.08, p < .001). In a loglinear model, the predicted eﬀect of
detection stage on response category shows up as an interaction eﬀect
of these two predictors, with frequency being the dependent variable.
Single other errors were also detected externally less often than internally (14:17), and this eﬀect was, against prediction, relatively the
same as for single elicited errors: interaction β = +0.633, Z = 1.53,
p = .126. Multiple (other) errors were detected externally relatively
more often than internally (23:13), and these were, as predicted, detected externally more often than single elicited errors were: interaction
β = +1.397, Z = 3.48, p < .001. This conﬁrms our prediction (2) for
multiple errors but not for single other errors.
Our third prediction was:
(3) (a) Incorrect forms are used less often as repairs than correct forms
are, and (b) this eﬀect is less strong after external detection than
after internal detection.
In order to test this prediction, the frequencies of correct and
6
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detected errors, excluding those with immediate repairs (single elicited:
161 ms), the eﬀect of error category was signiﬁcantly weakened for
single other errors [238 ms; interaction β = −0.771, t = −2.10,
p = .020, 95%CI (−1.480,−0.062)] but not for multiple errors
(357 ms; interaction β = 0.188, t < 1, n.s.). This conﬁrms our prediction (4.a), and conﬁrms (4.b) for single other errors but not for
multiple errors.

their causes and eﬀects from non-immediate repairs. Apparently, every
now and then a repair does not have to be re-activated but is immediately available at interruption. In all other cases the times needed
for re-activation form a single gaussian distribution. Re-activation of a
repair takes more time after single other and after multiple errors than
after single elicited errors. This eﬀect is weaker after single other errors
detected externally, but not after multiple errors detected externally.

Discussion of Experiment 1

Experiment 2

We tested four predictions derived from a theory of repairing segmental speech errors in which it is assumed that during speech preparation and during self-monitoring more than one candidate repair is
competing for the same slot in the utterance. The predictions were
made speciﬁcally for a SLIP task eliciting reversals of the initial consonants in pairs of CVC words, thereby boosting the activation of both
the correct target forms and the speciﬁc elicited errors, but not of other
errors.
Assuming that competition between highly activated forms is more
easily resolved than competition between more than two less activated
forms, and that error-to-cutoﬀ time at least partly reﬂects the time
needed for conﬂict resolution, we predicted that error-to-cutoﬀ times
are longer after both single other errors and multiple errors than after
single elicited errors. This was conﬁrmed for multiple errors but not for
single other errors. We have assumed that the absence of a signiﬁcant
diﬀerence here might have been due to the strongly non-normal distributions of the error-to-cutoﬀ times and/or lack of statistical power.
However, if indeed single other errors have longer error-to-cutoﬀ times
than single elicited errors, the time available for internal detection will
more often be exceeded for single other than for single elicited errors,
and then detection shifts to the external stage. This led to our prediction
(2) that single other and multiple errors are relatively less often detected in internal speech than single elicited errors are. This second
prediction was borne out for multiple errors but not for single other
errors. Apparently self-monitoring internal speech takes more time for
multiple errors than for single elicited errors, but there is no signiﬁcant
diﬀerence between single elicited and single other errors. In this respect
our second prediction is not borne out, possibly as a result of lack of
statistical power. That error-to-cutoﬀ times are signiﬁcantly longer for
multiple errors than for single elicited errors suggests that the hypothesized slowing eﬀect of the diﬀerence in number of competing
candidates overrides the speeding eﬀect of phonetic distance. We interpret this as evidence that during self-monitoring there is competition
between candidate word-like forms generated by the production system
and that the number of competitors is a major determinant of temporal
aspects of self-monitoring.
We also predicted that (3.a) incorrect forms are used less often as
repairs than correct forms are, and (3.b) this eﬀect is less strong after
external detection than after internal detection. Both parts of this predicted were conﬁrmed. This supports our assumption that activation of
correct word form candidates is sustained from the lexical level, and
this activation decreases during the delay between self-monitoring internal and overt speech.
Our fourth prediction was that (4.a) cutoﬀ-to-repair times are
longer for other single and multiple errors than for single elicited errors,
and (4.b) that this eﬀect is weaker after external detection than after
internal error detection. This prediction was tested separately for immediate and nonimmediate repairs. The odds of immediate repairs were
lower for both single other and multiple errors than for single elicited
errors, but there was no interaction with detection stage. For nonimmediate repairs we found that cutoﬀ-to-repair times of both single
other and multiple errors were signiﬁcantly longer than those of single
elicited errors. For single other errors, but not for multiple errors, the
eﬀect was signiﬁcantly weakened after external detection. Based on the
diﬀerent patterns of results for immediate and non-immediate repairs,
we assume that immediate repairs may be qualitatively diﬀerent in

Experiment 2 is very similar to Experiment 1. This Experiment too
was originally set up to investigate temporal aspects of internal and
external detection and repair of segmental speech errors elicited with
the SLIP technique, both with and without auditory feedback
(Nooteboom & Quené, 2017). The main diﬀerence is that not only CVC
CVC word pairs were used in which the initial consonants diﬀered in
place and/or manner of articulation, as in Experiment 1, but also word
pairs were used in which the initial plosive consonants diﬀered in the
voiced-unvoiced distinction, and word pairs diﬀering in the vowels.
Again results showed among other things (1) that the error-to-oﬀset
times of the elicited segmental errors had a bimodal distribution, the
two peaks being separated by about 500 ms, (2) that the error-to-repair
times also had a bimodal distribution, the two peaks being separated by
some 700 ms, (3) that the frequency of both internal and external error
detection was not aﬀected by the absence of auditory feedback. Also in
Experiment 2 the many errors that were not speciﬁcally elicited by the
SLIP technique, and that were not analyzed in Nooteboom and Quené
(2017), will be analyzed below, in an attempt to test our four predictions.
Method of Experiment 2
For a detailed description of the Method used in Experiment 2, we
refer to Nooteboom and Quené (2017). Here we will again brieﬂy
mention the main aspects of the method.
Speakers
There were 124 participating speakers, their average age being
23 years, and 103 of them being female. All speakers were native
speakers of Dutch and were paid for their participation.
Materials
There were two lists of stimulus items. Each item consisted again of
two CVC words. In each list there were 32 test stimuli eliciting interactions between initial consonants diﬀering in place and/or manner of
articulation, of which 16 with the two initial consonants diﬀering in
one feature, either place or manner of articulation, and 16 with the two
initial consonants diﬀering in more than 1 feature. Also each list contained 16 stimuli eliciting interactions between plosive consonants
diﬀering only in the voiced-unvoiced feature, and 16 stimuli eliciting
interactions between vowels. In Experiment 2 there were not 23 but 46
ﬁller stimuli, with a number of precursors varying between 0 and 4. The
precursors of the ﬁllers did not prime interactions. Further details of the
materials, the procedure and the scoring were the same as in
Experiment 1.
Reliability of scoring
In order to assess the reliability of the transcription and categorization of responses, 12 participants (about 10%) were selected at
random, and all 1536 responses to test stimuli provided by these 12
participants were transcribed and categorized independently by the
second author as well. The two transcriptions did not match perfectly in
29 out of 1536 cases (1.9%). Of these 29 discrepant cases, there were 14
cases (0.9%) in which the diﬀerence was non-trivial (e.g. stimulus puik
bof; response transcribed once as elicited error “buik pof” and once as
ﬂuent and correct “puik bof”). For the remaining 15 responses, the
7
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contrast items (β = −0.168, Z = −1.831, p = .067) and for place and
mode of articulation items (β = −0.349, Z = −3.60, p < .001).
Relative to the baseline category of one-feature items varying in place
or mode of articulation, there were relatively fewer repairs for voicedvoiceless items (interaction β = −0.957, Z = −3.77, p < .001), but
the incidence of repairs was not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent for vowel-contrast items, or for place and mode of articulation items. Apparently, as
one would expect, the voiced-voiceless contrast leads both to more
errors and to fewer repairs. A perception-based theory of self-monitoring would predict this. (Detailed results of all regression models,
including models having noise condition and session number as predictors, are reported in the Supplementary Materials online).
For the two phonetic contrasts that are identical in Experiments 1
and 2, the relative numbers of repairs were lower in Experiment 2 (137/
964 or 14%) than in Experiment 1 (182/859 or 21%). This does not
follow from a perception-based theory of self-monitoring, but, as
mentioned above, it is predicted by a conﬂict-based theory of selfmonitoring. This point will be taken up in the general discussion.
We focus again in our further analysis on repaired single elicited,
single other and multiple speech errors, and start with analyzing the
distribution of error-to-cutoﬀ times of all repaired speech errors in the
above categories. Fig. 3.1 gives the relevant breakdown.
Again, the distribution of error-to-cutoﬀ times is bimodal, and can
be described as consisting of two underlying gaussian distributions, one
with a peak at 240 ms and one with a peak at 644 ms. The vertical
dashed line in Fig. 3.1 corresponds to the best ﬁtting separation of the
two estimated distributions. In line with Nooteboom and Quené (2017),
we propose that the gaussian distribution with the shorter durations
corresponds to the class of repaired errors that were detected in internal
speech and the gaussian distribution with longer durations to the class
of errors detected in overt speech. Below we will consider error-tocutoﬀ times shorter than 525 ms as corresponding to errors detected
internally and those longer than 524 ms as corresponding to errors
detected externally. Of course, because the two distributions overlap,
there is some unavoidable statistical noise in this classiﬁcation, but it
seems good enough for our purposes.
So now we are in a position to test our four predictions. Our ﬁrst
prediction is:

Table 3.1
Numbers of responses broken down by response category and repair status,
with percentages repaired error responses.
Response category

Repair status

Total

Not repaired

Repaired

Fluent and correct
Hesitations and omissions
Single elicited errors
Single other errors
Multiple other errors

13,069
228
956
570
473

0
67
184
35
34

13,069
295
1140
605
507

Total

15,296

320

15,616

%repaired

0
23
16
6
7

discrepancy was often trivial (e.g. stimulus beur poos; response transcribed once as multiple error “peul bool” and once as multiple error
“peur bool”); 8 of these responses would be categorized identically with
either transcription, and 7 would end up in a diﬀerent category. These
low rates of divergence indicate that the transcriptions and classiﬁcations of the ﬁrst author were indeed suﬃciently reliable, and these were
therefore used for further analysis.
Results of Experiment 2
A ﬁrst breakdown of the data obtained in Experiment 2 is given in
Table 3.1. The reader may observe that again, as in Experiment 1, there
are a number of repaired hesitations. We also see again that single other
and multiple errors are much less often repaired than single elicited
errors. The percentage repaired of single elicited errors is much lower in
Experiment 2 than in Experiment 1. The explanation for this phenomenon is suggested by the numbers in Table 3.2.
In this experiment four phonetic contrasts were used. The number of
stimuli was the same for each contrast, yet the number of speech errors
and the percentages repaired are not. Most conspicuously, the voicedvoiceless contrast leads to many more errors than the other contrasts.
This is related to the weak position of this contrast in Dutch: Voiced and
voiceless plosive consonants are very similar (Van Alphen & McQueen,
2006; Van Alphen & Smits, 2004; Van Alphen, 2004). This implies that
Dutch initial plosives only diﬀering in voicing are easily confused, not
only in perception but in phonological encoding too, leading to relatively many speech errors. Also, this implies for self-monitoring that the
conﬂict between voiced and voiceless initial plosives is less than the
conﬂict between other initial consonants, and therefore relatively less
speech errors against voicing are predicted to be detected. Furthermore,
it is predicted from a conﬂict-based theory of self-monitoring as proposed by Nozari et al. (2011) that, if relatively more speech errors are
made in an experiment, this can aﬀect the general state of the production system such that overall less errors are detected.
A loglinear analysis of these frequencies conﬁrmed that, relative to
the baseline category of one-feature items varying in place or mode of
articulation, there were more errors for voiced-voiceless items
(β = +0.587, Z = 7.56, p < .001), and fewer errors for vowel-

(1) Error-to-cutoﬀ times are longer after single non-elicited errors and
after multiple errors than after single elicited errors.

Table 3.2
Numbers of responses broken down by phonological contrast and repair status,
with percentages of repaired error responses.
Phonological similarity

Voiced-voiceless
Vowels
Place or mode of artic (similar)
Place and mode of artic
(dissimilar)
Total

Repair status

Total

%repaired

Not repaired

Repaired

812
360
496
331

64
52
75
62

876
412
571
393

7
12
13
16

1999

253

2252

11

Fig. 3.1. Histogram of log-transformed durations of error-to-cutoﬀ intervals in
Experiment 1, for N = 240 repaired errors. Distributions plotted with dotted
lines indicate the estimated distributions from an uninformed gaussian mixture
model (see text). The vertical dashed line indicates the interpolated boundary
value (6.264 corresponding to 525 ms) between the two distributions. (A
number of cases were excluded because they had durations of 1 ms or less).
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Because most of the single elicited errors are consonants in initial
position and many of the single other errors are not in initial position, a
priori it is not excluded that in this analysis there is a confound between
an eﬀect of initial position on the one hand and an eﬀect of elicited
versus not elicited on the other. However, the eﬀect of being in initial
position would strengthen, not weaken the predicted eﬀect of being
elicited by the SLIP procedure. Hence the possible confounding does not
explain the absence of the predicted eﬀect for the single other errors.
However this may be, with the vowel-contrast items there is no
confounding between a position eﬀect and an eﬀect of error category.
We also performed a separate analysis for the vowel-contrast items
only. Single elicited errors on vowel-contrast items (baseline) were
detected externally less often than internally (7:23, β = −1.190,
Z = −2.76, p < .001). Single other errors were also detected externally less often than internally (3:11) and once more this eﬀect was,
against prediction, relatively the same as for single elicited errors: interaction β = −0.110, |Z| < 1, n.s. Multiple errors were also detected
externally less often than internally (1:7), and this eﬀect too was the
same as for single elicited errors: interaction β = −0.756, |Z| < 1, n.s.
Our third prediction is:

The reader may remember that we made this prediction because we
have assumed that in single elicited errors competition is mainly between the error form and the correct target form, whereas in other
(single or multiple) errors there is supposed to be competition between
more than two forms. Thus during self-monitoring of other errors more
time would be needed than with the single elicited errors to resolve
competition and to decide that an error has been made. As in
Experiment 1, this prediction was tested by means of LMM with participants as random intercepts, and with the error category as a ﬁxed
eﬀect (cf. Table 3.1). Error-to-cutoﬀ times were found to be approximately equally long after single elicited errors (mean 282 ms) and after
single other errors [mean 246 ms; β = −0.136, t = −1.03, n.s., 95%CI
= (−0.410, +0.110)], but error-to-cutoﬀ times were signiﬁcantly
longer after multiple non-elicited errors [mean 439 ms; β = +0.443,
t = 3.33, p < .001, 95%CI=(0.175, 0.707)]. This conﬁrms our prediction (1) for multiple errors but not for single other errors.
Of course, the distributions of error-to-cutoﬀ times deviate from
normal, because error-to-cutoﬀ times stem from both internal and external error detection, with diﬀerent distributions (cf. Fig. 3.1). The
diﬀerence in error-to-cutoﬀ times between single elicited and multiple
errors indicates that relatively more often single (elicited) errors are
detected internally and multiple errors externally.
Our second prediction is:

(3) (a) Incorrect forms are used less often as repairs than correct forms
are, and (b) this eﬀect is less strong after external detection than
after internal detection.

(2) Single other errors and multiple errors are detected in internal
speech relatively less often than single elicited errors are.

In order to test these predictions, the frequencies of correct and
incorrect repairs were again compared using a loglinear model, with
detection stage (internal, external; using internal detection as baseline),
and repair form (correct, incorrect; using correct repair as baseline) as
two predictors. As predicted, for errors detected internally, repairs were
mostly correct (142:44), and incorrect repairs were observed signiﬁcantly less frequently (β = −1.206, Z = −6.77, p < .001). For
errors detected externally, this eﬀect was weaker (45:20), but the interaction was not signiﬁcant (interaction β = +0.418, Z = 1.29,
p = .196). This conﬁrms prediction (3.a) but not (3.b).
Our fourth prediction is:

Fig. 3.2 gives the relevant breakdown of the data.
In order to test this prediction, the frequencies summarized in
Fig. 3.2 were again compared using a loglinear model, with response
category (cf. Table 2.1, again using single elicited errors as baseline
category) and detection stage (internal, external; using internal detection as baseline) as two predictors. Single elicited errors (baseline) were
detected externally less often than internally (46:137, β = −1.076,
Z = −6.23, p < .001). In a loglinear model, the predicted eﬀect of
detection stage on response category shows up as an interaction eﬀect
of these two predictors, with frequency being the dependent variable.
Single other errors were also detected externally less often than internally (5:29), and this eﬀect was, against prediction, relatively the
same as for single elicited errors: interaction β = −0.647, Z = −1.25,
p = .209. Multiple errors were also detected externally relatively less
often than internally (14:20), but, as predicted, multiple errors were
detected externally relatively more often than single elicited errors
were: interaction β = +0.825, Z = 2.08, p = .037. As in Experiment 1
this conﬁrms our prediction (2) for multiple errors but not for single
other errors.

(4) (a) Cutoﬀ-to-repair times are longer for single other errors and
multiple errors than for single elicited errors, and (b) this eﬀect is
weaker after external detection than after internal error detection.
Fig. 3.3 is a histogram of all log-transformed cutoﬀ-to-repair times
(not to be confused with error-to-cutoﬀ times summarized in Fig. 3.1) in
Experiment 2.
Fig. 3.3 shows that in this experiment too the distribution of logtransformed cutoﬀ-to-repair times deviates strongly from normal, again

Fig. 3.2. Frequencies of single elicited, single other and multiple errors separately for “internal” and “external” error detection, in Experiment 2.

Fig. 3.3. Histogram of log-transformed cutoﬀ-to-repair times in Experiment 2,
with values of 0 ms converted to 1 ms before log transformation.
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We have argued that due to priming by the precursor word pairs, in
a SLIP task the activation of both the correct forms and the elicited error
forms containing the reversed segments is boosted, thereby relatively
suppressing activation of other candidates. However, in a SLIP task we
generally do not only ﬁnd the elicited errors but also non-elicited errors, suggesting that despite the priming due to the precursor word
pairs, every now and then the main competition is not between the
elicited error form and the correct form, but between more than two
candidate forms, i.e. another error form and at least both the elicited
error form and the correct form. Assuming that competition between
highly activated forms is more easily resolved than competition between more than two less activated forms, and that error-to-cutoﬀ time
at least partly reﬂects the time needed for conﬂict resolution, we predicted (Prediction 1) that error-to-cutoﬀ times are longer for single
other and multiple errors than for single elicited errors. This was conﬁrmed for multiple errors, but not for single other errors. This means
that, despite the fact that in multiple errors conﬂict with the correct
target items is greater than in single errors, resolution of the competition takes more time after multiple errors than after both single elicited
and single other errors. The eﬀect of more than two word form candidates competing with each other apparently is greater than the eﬀect of
the diﬀerence with the target items.
That we did not ﬁnd the predicted eﬀect for single other errors
possibly is partly caused by the strongly non-normal distributions of
error-to-cutoﬀ times. The distributions of error-to-cutoﬀ times are not
necessarily gaussian for two reasons. One is that the distributions
possibly are truncated in the lower tail, because cases in which the
internal speech process is interrupted before overt speech is initiated
are not included, although such cases seem to be rare, as predicted from
Hartsuiker and Kolk (2001) and conﬁrmed by Nooteboom and Quené
(2019). The other reason is that the distribution of error-to-cutoﬀ times
contains repaired errors detected both in internal and in overt speech.
These two classes of repaired errors have diﬀerent temporal properties
(cf. Fig. 3.1). But if indeed nevertheless conﬂict resolution takes more
time for single other errors than for single elicited errors, then we expect that the time available for self-monitoring before speech initiation
runs out more often for single other errors than for single elicited errors.
In such cases self-monitoring may be shifted to overt speech. This gave
our second prediction, i.e. that after single other errors there are relatively more errors detected in external speech than after single elicited
errors, and of course the same prediction holds for multiple errors. This
prediction was borne out for multiple errors, but again not for single
other errors. If indeed, as suggested earlier, the absence of the predicted
eﬀects is due to lack of statistical power, the ﬁndings do not contradict
that self-monitoring of single other and multiple errors takes more time
than self-monitoring of single elicited errors. We still believe that
during self-monitoring there is competition between candidate forms
and that the amount of competition is a major determinant of temporal
aspects of self-monitoring. In line with this reasoning, the ﬁnding that
the predicted eﬀect is stronger for multiple than for single other errors
suggests that in multiple errors there are relatively more competing
candidate repairs than in single errors. This is, of course, entirely reasonable.
If indeed, as we have assumed, correct repair candidates are sustained from the lexical level and incorrect repair candidates are not, we
predict that correct repairs are far more frequent than incorrect repairs.
However, we also have assumed that during the time delay between
internal and external error detection, the activation of the correct
candidate repair decreases. From this one would expect that the advantage of the correct candidate over other candidates, diminishes.
Therefore it is predicted that the diﬀerence between correct and incorrect repairs is less for externally than for internally detected errors.
Although this eﬀect was indeed somewhat weaker in externally than in
internally detected speech errors, this diﬀerence was not found to be
signiﬁcant.
After speech is interrupted because an error was detected, a repair

because immediate repairs, having a cutoﬀ-to-repair times of 1 ms
(converted from 0 ms to allow log transformation) are overrepresented,
here with 15/251 observations. In line with our fourth prediction, we
ﬁrst tested whether (a) relatively fewer of these immediate repairs occurred after single other errors and after multiple errors than after
elicited errors, and (b) whether this eﬀect was weaker for errors detected externally. The odds of immediate repair for elicited errors were
11:171, and these odds were indeed lower for single other errors (2:33,
β = −1.674, Z = −8.82, p < .001) and for multiple errors (2:32,
β = −1.705, Z = −8.87, p < .001), but these eﬀects were not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent for errors detected internally or externally [LRT:
χ2(2) < 2, n.s.]. With regard to the occurrence of immediate repairs,
this again conﬁrms prediction (4.a) but not (4.b). Second, we tested the
predicted eﬀects on the log-transformed cutoﬀ-to-repair times of nonimmediate errors only (having cutoﬀ-to-repair times > 1 ms), using an
LMM with participants as random intercepts, and using the response
category (again using single elicited errors as baseline category, cf.
prediction 1 above) and detection stage (internal, external; using internal detection as baseline) as two ﬁxed predictors. For internally
detected errors, excluding those with immediate repairs, we ﬁnd that
after elicited single errors (baseline) detected in internal speech, cutoﬀto-repair times are 124 ms on average. No eﬀects of response category
were observed [single other: mean 170 ms, β = 0.314, t = 1.70, n.s.,
95%CI (−0.046, +0.678); multiple: mean 124 ms, β = −0.00,
|t| < 1, n.s.], and these eﬀects were the same for errors detected internally or externally [LRT: χ2(2) < 2, n.s.]. Hence, with regard to
non-immediate repairs, neither prediction (4.a) nor (4.b) is conﬁrmed.
Discussion of Experiment 2
In this experiment we used four phonetic contrasts between the two
segments that were primed for interaction, viz voiced-voiceless, vowels,
place or mode of articulation, place plus mode of articulation. We found
that with the voiced-voiceless contrast signiﬁcantly and considerably
more errors were elicited than with the other three contrasts, and that
also signiﬁcantly and considerably fewer repairs were made with this
contrast. Interestingly, for the two contrasts that were also used in
Experiment 1, viz. place or mode and place and mode of articulation,
fewer repairs were made in Experiment 2 than in Experiment 1, although the stimuli were essentially the same. In Experiment 1
(Table 2.2) the percentages were 17 and 27 for place or mode and place
plus mode of articulation respectively, in Experiment 2 (Table 3.2) they
were 13 and 16 respectively. We propose, in line with Nozari, Martin,
and McCloskey (2019), that the diﬀerence between the two experiments is due to a diﬀerence in the general state of the production
system. This ﬁnding, as will be explained in the general discussion,
supports a conﬂict-based theory of self-monitoring of the kind proposed
by Nozari et al. (2011).
We tested four predictions derived from a theory of repairing segmental speech errors in which it is assumed that during speech preparation and during self-monitoring more than a single word-like form
is competing as candidate for the same slot in the utterance. The predictions were made speciﬁcally for a SLIP task eliciting reversals of the
targeted segments in pairs of CVC words. Results of Experiment 2
mainly conﬁrm the ﬁndings in Experiment 1. Again, in the overall
pattern of results we do not ﬁnd, as predicted, that single non-elicited
errors are detected more slowly and more often after external detection
than single other errors. For multiple errors this predicted eﬀect was
found. With respect to cut-oﬀ-to-repair times we ﬁnd a diﬀerent pattern
for immediate than for nonimmediate repairs. Immediate repairs were
more frequent both for single other and multiple errors than for single
elicited errors, but the frequencies of immediate repairs did not show
the predicted interaction with detection stage. In contrast to
Experiment 1, we do not ﬁnd a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in cutoﬀ-to-repair
times of non-immediate repairs between single elicited and either single
other or multiple errors, and no interaction with detection stage.
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Their classiﬁcation was entirely based on theory. Yet, the time delay
found by Nooteboom and Quené (2017), and also in the current analysis is so long that it asks for an explanation. We propose that after
external error detection interruption is postponed much more often and
perhaps for a much longer time (for postponement of interruption see
Seyfeddinipur et al., 2008; Tydgat et al., 2012) than after internal error
detection, because at that late stage of self-monitoring fewer repair
candidates are still suﬃciently activated. This ties in with our proposal
that activation of candidate repairs decreases during the time delay
between internal and external detection.
Another property of the dual perceptual loop theory by Levelt and
his colleagues, is that speech errors are detected by employing the same
speech comprehension system that is also used in listening to otherproduced speech. This proposal has come under serious attack for example in Nozari et al. (2011) and Nozari et al. (2016). One reason is
that in aphasics one has found a double dissociation between selfmonitoring and perceptual abilities (see a.o. Vigliocco & Hartsuiker,
2002). A second reason is that there is an attractive production-internal
alternative in the form of conﬂict-based monitoring (Botvinick, Braver,
Barch, Carter & Cohen, 2001; Yeung, Botvinick, & Cohen, 2004). As we
have seen in the introduction to this paper, in the case of speech, a
proposal of conﬂict-based monitoring capitalizes on the assumption
that during speech preparation there potentially is, both at the level of
semantic features and at the level of phonological features, competition
between more than a single candidate for the same slot in the string
being generated. If two or more candidates are highly activated, a
conﬂict signal is generated and sent to a domain general executive
center (Nozari et al., 2011). A third reason for preferring a productionbased theory of self-monitoring is that there is a growing amount of
evidence for competition between candidate word forms during speech
preparation (Frisch & Wright, 2002; Goldrick & Blumstein, 2006;
Goldstein et al., 2007; McMillan & Corley, 2010; Mowrey & MacKay,
1990; Slis & Van Lieshout, 2016). Nozari et al. (2016) investigated the
locus of control processes in selection control and post-monitoring
control. Their results support a model in which selection control operates separately at lexical and segmental stages, but post-monitoring
control operates on the segmentally-encoded outcome.
There is one aspect of our data that in the context of the conﬂictbased theory of self-monitoring, asks for speciﬁc attention because it is
informative of the mental mechanism leading to error detection. The
conﬂict-based theory for error detection was proposed and further investigated by Nozari et al. (2011), Nozari et al. (2016) and Nozari et al.
(2019). This theory has an interesting property that apparently, so far,
has not been put the test. As discussed in the introduction, the main
proposal of the theory is that during speech preparation there can be
conﬂict on a representational level between simultaneously active and
competing options for a particular slot in the string being generated.
When an error has been made, there may be multiple competing items
with high levels of activation. In such cases conﬂict information is
passed on to a domain general executive center. Particularly Nozari
et al. (2019, p.1230) argued that there is a “consistent relationship
between error and repair probabilities, disentangled from position,
compatible with a model in which greater control is recruited in errorprone situations to enhance the eﬀectiveness of repair”. Interestingly, in
the context of other properties of this theory, it is predicted that in a
high-conﬂict situation, when conﬂict is relatively high even on correct
trials, the system is less able to tell the diﬀerence between a correct
high-conﬂict trial and an error trial. This has two consequences. More
errors will be made, and fewer errors will be detected. This prediction
can be tested in comparing our Experiments 1 and 2. The reason is the
inclusion of the relatively weak voiced-voiceless contrast in Experiment
2. With “weak” we here mean that the contrast between a voiced and a
voiceless initial plosive is less easily perceptible than other phonetic
contrasts and also potentially carries less conﬂict than other contrasts.
The inclusion of voiced-voiceless contrast increases considerably the
relative number of segmental errors in Experiment 2 as compared to

has to be made. As we have seen, every now and then a repair is already
available at the moment of interruption, either because the repair is
rapidly available or because interruption has been postponed until a
repair is available. In those cases repairs are immediate, i.e. cutoﬀ-torepair times have a duration of 0 ms (which we changed to 1 ms before
taking the logarithm). But in most cases making a repair available has
not been completed at the moment of interruption. After a single elicited error has been detected, the main competition is between the
error form and the correct target form. After another single error or a
multiple error has been detected, the main competition is between the
error form and one or more other error forms. Activation of the correct
candidate repair will generally be higher than activation of an incorrect
candidate repair, because activation of the correct is candidate is both
boosted by the SLIP procedure and is sustained from the lexical level,
whereas activation of a not-elicited incorrect candidate is not boosted
and not sustained. This led to our fourth prediction, viz. that cutoﬀ-torepair times are longer for single other errors and for multiple errors
than for single elicited errors, and that this diﬀerence decreases from
internal to external self-monitoring. However, because of the overrepresentation of immediate repairs, the distributions of cutoﬀ-to-repair
times deviate strongly from normal. For this reason we also looked
separately at the odds for immediate repair for single elicited, single
other and multiple errors, and at the cutoﬀ-to-repair times for the
nonimmediate errors. The odds of immediate repairs were indeed signiﬁcantly lower for single other and multiple errors than for single
elicited errors, conﬁrming prediction 4.a. This suggests that single elicited errors are repaired more rapidly than other errors. However, this
diﬀerence was not signiﬁcantly reduced between internally and externally detected speech errors. This does not conﬁrm that activation of
candidate repairs decreases between internal and external error detection. We also looked at the diﬀerence in cutoﬀ-to-repair times between single elicited, single other and multiple errors after exclusion of
immediate repairs. In contrast with Experiment 1, the eﬀect for both
single other errors and multiple errors was not signiﬁcant after exclusion of immediate repairs. We suspect that this is due to the diﬀerent
temporal properties of repaired speech errors against the four contrasts
used.
General discussion
The current attempt to investigate how segmental speech errors are
repaired during self-monitoring capitalizes on the possibility that, at
least statistically, such errors can be classiﬁed as detected in internal
speech and detected in overt speech. The distribution of error-to-cutoﬀ
times happens to be bimodal, and to be a composite of two underlying
gaussian distributions. This was found in Nooteboom and Quené (2017)
and is conﬁrmed in the current experiments. This bimodal distribution
strongly supports the important proposal by Levelt (1983, 1989) and
Levelt et al. (1999) that speech errors can be detected both in internal
speech and in overt speech. The estimated time delay of about 470 ms
in Experiment 1 and about 400 ms in Experiment 2 between internal
and external detection is considerably longer than one would have
expected, for example, from the computational implementation by
Hartsuiker and Kolk (2001) of Levelt's model. Hartsuiker and Kolk
predict an average error-to-cutoﬀ time of 270 ms for the internal loop
and 393 ms for the external loop, the diﬀerence being in the order of
120 ms. However, the diﬀerences estimated by the computational
model (Hartsuiker & Kolk, 2001) may be incomparable to the diﬀerence
estimated from the response times in the SLIP experiments as analyzed
here. Whereas our experiments are limited to segmental errors, the
experimental database Hartsuiker and Kolk used to tune their model
contained both segmental and higher order errors, and also had relatively few errors. It is as yet not clear how these factors would aﬀect the
time delay between internal and external error detection.
Also, Hartsuiker and Kolk were in no position to classify empirically
the errors in their corpus as being detected internally or externally.
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the lexical level and incorrect repairs are not, is supported by our
ﬁnding in both experiments that correct repairs far outnumber incorrect
ones. Our hypothesis that activation of candidate repairs decreases
during the delay between internal and external error detection, is
conﬁrmed in Experiment 1. In Experiment 2 the general prevalence of
correct repairs is conﬁrmed, but the diﬀerence between internally and
externally detected errors, although in the predicted direction, did not
reach signiﬁcance. In Experiment 1 we ﬁnd that the diﬀerence between
single other errors and multiple errors is signiﬁcantly weakened going
from internal to external error detection. This decrease in the relative
number of correct repairs during the time delay between detection in
internal and overt speech is evidence that after error detection repairs
are not generated by re-compilation but rather by re-activation of already available candidate forms. After error detection of errors in overt
speech, repairs consisting of incorrect forms are no exception; this
suggests that in SLIP experiments quite often there is competition between more than two candidate word forms. Not only in single elicited
errors, where correct repairs are to be expected, but also in other errors,
where supposedly the main competition often is between two or more
incorrect forms, we nevertheless often ﬁnd correct repairs; this supports
the idea that correct candidate repairs are sustained from the lexical
level whereas incorrect repairs are not.
Our fourth and ﬁnal prediction was that cutoﬀ-to-repair times are
shorter for single elicited than for other errors, and that this diﬀerence
is weaker after external than after internal detection. The reason for this
prediction is that, due to the SLIP technique, in single elicited errors the
main competition is between two highly activated candidates, viz. the
correct form and the elicited error form. In other errors competing
candidates are supposedly less activated, and there may be more easily
competition between more than two candidate forms. The predicted
diﬀerence between internal and external detection stems from our assumption that the activation of candidate repairs decreases during the
delay between internal and external detection. Looking at the relative
number of immediate repairs we ﬁnd, as predicted, in both experiments
that there are fewer immediate repairs after single other and multiple
errors than after single elicited errors. The diﬀerence was, however, not
signiﬁcantly weaker after external than after internal detection. This
suggests that after single elicited errors more often a repair is immediately available at the moment speech is interrupted. This is in line
with our suggestion that in the case of single elicited errors there are on
average less competing candidate repairs than in the case of other errors. The predicted diﬀerence between internal and external detection
was not conﬁrmed. Looking at the distributions of error-to-cutoﬀ times
after exclusion of immediate repairs we found in Experiment 1, but not
in Experiment 2, that error-to-cutoﬀ times were indeed longer after
both single other and multiple errors and that this diﬀerence was signiﬁcantly weakened after external compared to internal detection for
single other but not for multiple errors. The results of Experiment 1
suggest that when repairs are not immediate, they have to be re-activated. After internal detection, this re-activation takes less time after
single elicited than after single other errors. This again is in line with
our assumption that after detection of a single elicited error there are on
average fewer competing candidates than after other errors. We have
currently no good explanation that we do not ﬁnd a similar diﬀerence
between single elicited and multiple errors. In Experiment 2 we do not
ﬁnd signiﬁcant diﬀerences between single elicited, single other and
multiple errors, or between internal and external error detection. As the
temporal properties between the four stimulus categories were rather
diﬀerent, they may have obscured the eﬀects we were looking for.
A major feature of our results is that in most regards our predictions
were conﬁrmed in the comparisons between single elicited and multiple
errors, but often not in the comparisons between single elicited and
single other errors, with a few notable exceptions. For those who believe that the diﬀerence between single elicited and multiple errors is
too great to make comparisons interesting, our attempt to conﬁrm basic
aspects of our theory of repairing segmental speech errors may seem

Experiment 1, and also the relative number of high-conﬂict correct
trials in Experiment 2 as compared to Experiment 1. This would aﬀect
the general state of the monitoring system in such a way that in
Experiment 2 more errors are made and fewer errors are detected than
in Experiment 1. Of course, a perceptual account of self-monitoring
would also predict that segmental errors that are less easily perceptible
would be less often detected, but this prediction would be limited to the
less perceptible errors themselves. It would not generalize to other,
more easily perceptible, errors, as it would in the conﬂict-based theory
of self-monitoring. Comparing error and repair rates in our two experiments shows (a) that voiced-voiceless errors are both much more
frequent and much less often repaired than other errors, and (b) that in
Experiment 2 repair rates are much lower than in Experiment 1, also for
those contrasts that are the same in both experiments. However, for
those contrasts that are the same in both experiments, we did not ﬁnd
that more errors are made. Our results in this respect partly support the
conﬂict-based theory of self-monitoring.
Those who argue for production-based monitoring of internal
speech generally believe that self-monitoring of overt speech is audition-based (cf. Huettig & Hartsuiker, 2010; but see Nozari et al., 2016).
However, Nooteboom and Quené (2017) demonstrated that self-monitoring of both internal and overt speech does not depend on audition.
They concluded that self-monitoring of overt speech can be based on
somatosensory and proprioceptive information from the articulators, as
suggested by Hickok (2012), Lackner (1974), Lackner and Tuller (1979)
and Pickering and Garrod (2013). This does not necessarily imply that
audition never plays a role in self-monitoring overt speech. However,
under time pressure participants in the experiments in Nooteboom and
Quené (2017) did not rely on audition, presumably because they employed the ﬁrst information available, and that would be information
from the articulators. It should also be pointed out that some studies
that showed a contribution of audition to self-monitoring (e.g. Postma
& Kolk, 1992; Postma & Noordanus, 1996), had collapsed segmental
and higher order errors. It seems reasonable that detection of higher
order errors can be more dependent on audition, because potentially a
longer time window is involved.
We had predicted that error-to-cutoﬀ times would be shorter for
repaired single elicited errors than both for repaired single other errors
and repaired multiple errors, and also that both single other errors and
multiple errors would be more often externally detected than single
elicited errors. These predictions were borne out for multiple errors but
not for single other errors. Possibly, the eﬀect of the SLIP procedure on
boosting versus not boosting the activation of single segmental errors is
too small to lead consistently to the predicted eﬀects. One may note
that the predicted eﬀects are supposed to be caused mainly by fewer
versus more candidate repairs competing for the particular slot in the
utterance. For single segmental errors perhaps there are not consistently more candidate repairs when these are not elicited than when
these are elicited. Our evidence would have been stronger with signiﬁcant diﬀerences between single elicited and single other repaired
errors.
The situation is diﬀerent for the multiple errors. Although one may
argue that these are very diﬀerent from the single elicited repaired
errors, and therefore they are not really comparable, yet we argue that
these are interesting because in the absence of competing candidates
one would expect that multiple errors would be detected faster, not
slower, than single elicited errors simply because greater deviation of
the error form from the target form would lead to greater conﬂict and
therefore to faster detection. But this is not what happens. Of course, in
the case of multiple errors it is reasonable to suppose that there are
more competing forms than in the case of single errors. Resolving the
conﬂict between more than two candidate forms would be more complicated and take more time than resolving the conﬂict between only
two candidate forms. This is what our theory of repair predicts, and this
is what we ﬁnd.
Our assumption that correct candidate repairs are sustained from
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little successful. However, we believe that our comparisons between
single elicited and multiple speech errors are revealing because our
predictions are contrary to what one would expect in the absence of our
theory. We have shown that multiple speech errors are detected slower
than single elicited errors, that correct repairs prevail over incorrect
repairs, that they do so somewhat less after internal than after external
detection, that, in case there is a signiﬁcant diﬀerence, repairing takes
less time after single elicited than after other errors. These ﬁndings
support our theory of repairing segmental speech errors.
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Conclusion
In this paper we investigated some aspects of repairing segmental
speech errors in a SLIP task. Predictions were derived from our proposal
(Nooteboom & Quené, 2017, 2019) that repairs do not stem from recompilation of the correct form but rather from candidate forms competing for the same slot in the utterance with the misspoken forms both
during speech preparation and after speech is initiated. To this end we
analyzed repaired segmental speech errors obtained in two SLIP experiments, keeping apart errors detected in internal speech and errors
detected in overt speech, and also keeping apart single errors elicited in
the SLIP task by priming reversals of two corresponding segments in
two CVC monosyllable words, single not-elicited or other and multiple
errors. The results of our experiments show that (a) error-to-cutoﬀ
times are considerably and signiﬁcantly shorter for single than for
multiple errors; (b) relatively more single elicited errors than multiple
errors are detected in internal speech; (c) single elicited errors are relatively more often than multiple errors repaired with the correct forms,
and that this eﬀect is stronger after internal than after external error
detection; ﬁnally (d) repairing takes more time after single other than
after single elicited errors. Some of the predicted eﬀects with respect to
single other errors did not reach signiﬁcance. Yet, together, these
ﬁndings support a theory of repairing in which repairs stem from
candidate forms that compete with the misspoken form during speech
preparation and during self-monitoring of internal and overt speech.
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